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ANTWERP, BELGIUM, June 28, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Exalate, a leading

integration solution provider,

announces its innovative approach to

Cross-Company Integration (CCI)

powered by AI. As workplaces evolve

and organizations increasingly navigate

interconnected ecosystems, the

integration of AI is set to streamline

processes, accelerate delivery, and

elevate efficiency, setting a new

benchmark for the future of work.

The Evolution of Workplace

Environments and Technology

Work dynamics have shifted towards more dynamic, efficient, and flexible environments.

Traditional workplaces with fixed hours and localized teams are evolving into distributed

environments driven by digital transformation. This shift has accelerated the adoption of remote

work and robust work management systems. Yet, the siloed nature of teams using different

systems has created challenges for effective collaboration.

Exalate’s Vision of Cross-Company Integration

Exalate recognized these challenges and introduced Cross-Company Integration (CCI) as a

transformative solution. CCI seamlessly connects diverse systems across multiple companies,

fostering cohesive work environments where teams operate efficiently irrespective of

geographical or organizational boundaries.

The Future of Work: Collaboration Beyond Boundaries

As workplaces undergo a transformation, supporting technology stands at the core of effective

workplace strategies. Cross-Company Integration (CCI) plays a crucial role by facilitating instant

communication and workflow synchronization across partner organizations. This capability
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allows businesses to scale operations, enhance agility, and drive innovation through

collaborative efforts that overcome traditional constraints.

The Role of AI in Cross-Company Integration

AI is integral to Exalate’s CCI strategy, accelerating integration processes and optimizing

workflows. By converting natural language commands into low-code integration scripts or

templates, AI-assisted integration simplifies the setup and maintenance of connections.

“Exalate's vision is to build a global network of interconnected companies, fostering limitless

collaboration,” said Francis Martens, CEO of Exalate. “Our innovative approach to Cross-

Company Integration, coupled with AI technology, drives unparalleled efficiency for

businesses.”

About Exalate

Exalate is a leading integration solution, currently advancing AI-driven integrations. Committed

to contributing to the future of work, Exalate enables seamless collaboration across

organizational boundaries, driving innovation and productivity in a digital-first era.

For media inquiries and more information, please contact Dafina Hristova, PR at pr@exalate.com
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